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GREENHAVEN PUBLISHING   •   GRADES 7–12+

OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS
Grades: 10–12 • 6” x 9” • 176 pp. • LB Price: $50.43/$40.34 • PB Price: $34.80/$27.85

JAN ’24 Lib Set: 9781534509733 • $302.58/$242.04  •  JAN ’24 Pbk Set: 9781534509757 • $208.80/$167.10

First introduced more than 40 years ago, Opposing Viewpoints still sets the standard for current-issue studies. With almost 300 volumes 
covering nearly every controversial contemporary topic, Opposing Viewpoints is the leading source of current-issue materials for libraries 
and classrooms. Each book delivers pro/con expert opinions selected from highly respected and often hard-to-find sources and publications.

Key features of each volume:

• Guided reading questions, brief text sidebars, charts, maps, graphs, and editorial cartoons
• Discussion questions to foster critical thinking and annotated list of organizations to contact
• Periodical bibliography for each chapter, bibliography of books, and subject index

NEW JAN ’24!  Artificial Intelligence
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Everyday applications of artificial intelligence (AI) often go 
unnoticed, but AI-fueled chatbots and art generators have caused 
some to question AI’s role in society. This volume examines the 
current debate, covering intensive data collection, violations of 
privacy, and AI’s usefulness as a tool for societal good.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509528
PB ISBN: 9781534509511

NEW JAN ’24!  Banned Books
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Debates about book bans involve weighing the benefits of 
unfettered access to literature against the potential downsides 
of young readers encountering certain kinds of content. This title 
considers the different contexts in which book bans occur as well as 
how caregivers shape students’ education.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509603
PB ISBN: 9781534509597

NEW JAN ’24!  Digital Rights and Privacy
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Social media, streaming websites, search engines, and more 
generate a large amount of data about users’ digital habits, but 
the collection of this data raises questions about the right to digital 
privacy. This volume examines this issue as well as who has the 
responsibility or legal right to control users’ content.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509542
PB ISBN: 9781534509535

NEW JAN ’24!  Ethics in Politics
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Recently, certain issues have raised questions about whether 
politicians are truly acting in the public’s best interest. This 
title covers a number of these concerns, including the ethics of 
corporate lobbying, political donations, and whether politicians 
should financially benefit from their positions.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509580
PB ISBN: 9781534509573

NEW JAN ’24!  The Future of Higher Education
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Due to the rising cost of tuition and the student loan crisis, some 
question what the future of higher education will look like. This 
volume considers a wide range of factors, including the economic 
variables that determine whether a college degree is worthwhile 
and potential alternatives to traditional higher education.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509429
PB ISBN: 9781534509412

NEW JAN ’24!  Gun Control
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Gun control is a challenging and often emotional issue, with mass 
shootings, the NRA’s influence, and the Second Amendment 
playing huge roles in public debate. This title examines multiple 
aspects of gun control, including how it became a partisan issue 
and the potential economic implications of increased gun control.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509566
PB ISBN: 9781534509559

NEW MAY ’24!  Cultural Appropriation
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
In recent years, discourse surrounding cultural appropriation has 
grown significantly. The viewpoints in this title delve into the debate 
about what qualifies as appropriation in an increasingly globalized 
society as well as what the differences are between respectful 
cultural exchange and exploitative appropriation.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509641
PB ISBN: 9781534509634

NEW MAY ’24!  Espionage and Intelligence
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
While fiction often depicts espionage with the glamour of disguises 
and world travel, the reality more often includes hacking and 
navigating complex corporate or political spheres. The experts in 
this volume investigate the nature of espionage today, including its 
relationship to civil and political rights.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509726
PB ISBN: 9781534509719

NEW MAY ’24!  Media Consolidation
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Fewer American companies own broadcast news media outlets, 
streaming sites, and social media apps than ever before. The 
viewpoints in this title explore what such media consolidation 
means, including how it enables media sources to survive, its 
impact on consumers, and potential threats to democracy.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509689
PB ISBN: 9781534509672

NEW MAY ’24!  NFTs and Cryptocurrencies
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
Some argue that NFTs and cryptocurrencies have no real value 
and are particularly vulnerable to scams. However, others assert 
they create more democratic methods of investment. This volume 
explains this complex topic and offers various viewpoints on the 
benefits and disadvantages of these assets.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509627
PB ISBN: 9781534509610

NEW MAY ’24!  Renewable and Alternative Energy
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
As climate change causes extreme weather events and fossil fuel 
supplies dwindle, the search for renewable forms of energy has 
intensified. The experts in this volume consider the issue from a 
variety of perspectives, analyzing how effective, affordable, and 
sustainable alternative energy sources are.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509665
PB ISBN: 9781534509658

NEW MAY ’24!  Welfare and Social Security Programs
©2024 • GRL: Z • Dewey: PENDING 
The US government’s declaration that the COVID-19 public health 
emergency had ended also meant the end of many benefits that 
had kept Americans afloat during the pandemic. This title examines 
the renewed debate surrounding the pros and cons of taxpayer-
funded welfare and social security programs.

Lib. ISBN: 9781534509702
PB ISBN: 9781534509696

MAY ’24 Lib Set: 9781534509740 • $302.58/$242.04  •  MAY ’24 Pbk Set: 9781534509764 • $208.80/$167.10
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ORDER FORM

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
A separate charge of 9% (12% for Alaska and Hawaii 

orders) for shipping and handling will be added to your 
invoice. Orders over $500 qualify for FREE shipping.

BACKORDERS
All titles in print will be shipped promptly. Books 

not yet published or temporarily out of stock will be 
backordered and shipped immediately when available.

PRICES/TERMS
The prices listed are the school & library prices 

available only to schools and libraries, and  
these prices reflect a discount of 20% off our library-

bound list prices and 15% off our paperback list prices. 
Discounted prices appear in red type throughout the 

catalog. All prices are subject to change without notice.  
Prices are good through June 30, 2024. 
Sales tax will be added when applicable.

RETURNS/CLAIMS
Please contact Customer Service at  

844-317-7404 for return authorization  
and instructions and for assistance with  

any shortage/damage claims.

LIBRARY PROCESSING  
Orders over $750 qualify for FREE processing.
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Please send orders to 

GREENHAVEN PUBLISHING 
2544 Clinton St 

Buffalo, NY 14224

Purchasing books on standing order saves you time in your collection development process and stretches your budget.  
Select series-based standing orders offer 25% off list price plus FREE shipping and handling.

Imprint Series Binding Per Title List 
Price

Standing  
Order Price  
25% OFF!

Qty.
Sign me up on 

STANDING ORDER
(please check)

I require notification 
in order to issue a new 

purchase order— 
MUST CHOOSE ONE

Greenhaven Press
NEW TITLES COMING JANUARY 2024!   

Opposing Viewpoints Library bound $50.43 $37.82 q Yes / q No

Greenhaven Press
NEW TITLES COMING JANUARY 2024!  

Opposing Viewpoints Paperback $34.80 $26.10 q Yes / q No

Greenhaven Press
NEW TITLES COMING MAY 2024!   

Opposing Viewpoints Library bound $50.43 $37.82 q Yes / q No

Greenhaven Press
NEW TITLES COMING MAY 2024!  

Opposing Viewpoints Paperback $34.80 $26.10 q Yes / q No

TOTAL #

STANDING ORDER PLAN

TITLE ISBN PRICE

Special offers may not be combined  
with any other discount.


